•The singularly most important aspect is the possibility of achieving multi-Megawatt thrust power from the solar wind.
•The ultimate spacecraft speed powered by the plasma magnet is that of the solar wind (350 to 800 km/s).
•As opposed to the solar sails, the dynamic nature of the plasma magnet provides a constant thrust regardless of distance from the sun.
•The jet power scales with the size of the magnetic bubble. A 20 kW rotating magnetic field (RMF) can produce a magnetic bubble intercepting up to 10 MW of thrust power. The effective "thruster" efficiency can be greater than 1 -and as large as η~ 500
The Plasma Magnet
•The major difficulty in the original concept of course was the magnet mass.
•The mass problem is solved by having the coil currents conducted in a plasma rather than a superconducting coil. In this way the mass of the sail is reduced by orders of magnitude for the same thrust power.
•The question now becomes how to generate and sustain the currents Assuming ω << ν ei , one obtains the following Ohm's law:
The Hall term dominates when,
In a metal conductor the Hall term is small (large ν ei ), and one has the rotating field penetrating only the classical skin depth δ = (2η/µω) 1/2 .
The θ component:
The Hall term has a pondermotive component, the <j z B r > term acting in the θ direction. It is the steady component of this electric field that drives the magnet current and provides for a steadily increasing Currents driven by the RMF find an analogous representation in the ring currents formed when the magnetosphere is compressed by the solar wind.
The process of course is reversed for the plasma magnet where the driven ring current acts to expand the magnetic bubble pushing off the solar wind.
Terrestrial Current Ring FUNDAMENTALS OF THE PLASMA SAIL CONCEPT:
•For strong interaction with the solar wind the magnetic bubble must be on the order of the solar wind proton Larmor radius (~ 100 km) and the ion inertial length (~70 km).
•Sufficiently large initial plasma Bubble assures the both inflation and strong interaction (plasma magnet)
•Once inflated, the interaction of the plasma magnet with the solar wind should be similar to that of the planetary magnetosphere or plasma sail. 
Mini-Magnetospheric

Comparison of Kinetic and Fluid Treatment of the Solar Wind in the Plasma Sail Interaction
Contours show the density of the solar wind particles Source particles are indicated in red.
hanging relative plasma sail size allows for thrust vectoring ith magnetic bubble size determined by ambient solar wind pressure, forc n plasma sail remains constant as spacecraft moves outward (or inward).
rom this scaling, one could imagine moving in toward sun until 20 km lasma sail is reduced to 0.2 m (100,000:1). The scale of the sail is now n the order of the laboratory experiment.
solar wind pressure is ~ 2 nP. The required pressure to compress wn to the laboratory size is thus (10 5 ) 2 ×2x10 -9 or ~ 20 Pascals. e radial magnetic pressure from a 100 G magnetic field is ~ 40 Pascal ith the external magnetic field parallel to the polar axis, a radially inward ressure will oppose the plasma expansion, much like the solar wind will do space. The plasma magnet will thus remain compressed at the meter cale from the kilometer scale.
Helmholtz pair produces external magnetic field
Phase I Feasibility Experiments at the University of Washington
Even though the plasma may be more resistive than the superconducting ires of the MagSail, the huge difference in cross sectional area that the lasma subtends (km 2 vs. cm 2 ) minimizes the additional power requiremen he rotating magnetic field (RMF) that sustains the large-scale dipole urrents can be constructed out of copper tubing, and driven by a tuned scillator (10 -100 kHz) with very high efficiency 
